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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a new approach for long-term reactive power investment planning and operation
using a multiperiod mixed-integer stochastic convex model, where load uncertainty is also included.
The risk of not meeting the load with a certain level of confidence due to a reactive power deficit is repre-
sented by chance constraints. Tap settings of under-load tap-changing transformers are modeled as a set
of mixed-integer linear equations. Existing and new discrete and continuous reactive power sources are
modeled. These type of problem is challenging and have never been studied before. The proposed model
is applied to the CIGRE-32 electric power system.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

The notation used throughout the text is described in
Nomenclature. Operators E and P are used as expectation and
probability measures, respectively.

Introduction

Reactive power planning (RPP) is considered as one of the most
complex problems for researchers, transmission system operators
(TSOs) and transmission planners. RPP, which is essential to main-
tain the voltage profile and stability of the system, affects the
active power transmission capability of a network significantly
and can be modeled as a large-scale optimization problem with
many uncertainties. Currently, most power system problems are
not simply economic but imply a coordination between economic
and security requirements. In a market environment, installing,
sizing and commissioning new power plants, as well as the closure
of old power plants and maintenance tasks, are basically made at
the discretion of the power companies. These and other uncertain-
ties such as future load, policy regulation and regional energy

exchanges are considered uncertainties of RPP and are very diffi-
cult to manage. Therefore, all these uncertainties bring new chal-
lenges to the RPP problem.

Electric power systems, regardless of whether they are regu-
lated or deregulated, are exposed to uncertainty due to a number
of variations and random events. Uncertainty can be introduced
by means of random variables using stochastic programming.
The need to consider uncertainty has led to different types of
stochastic programming models, which have been developed over
time to serve different applications. One kind of stochastic pro-
gramming is called chance-constrained programming (CCP), where
randomness is incorporated into the model by means of a proba-
bilistic measure [1]. CCP has also been applied to different types
of problems with uncertainty in power systems planning and
operation. In CCP some of the constraints are required to have
specified levels of probability.

Literature review

The RPP problem can be cast as a large-scale mixed-integer
nonlinear programming problem, which has been solved by several
optimization, heuristic and meta-heuristic techniques.

One of the most widely used optimization techniques for the
solution of the deterministic reactive power planning problem
has been successive linear programming [2].The problem has been
solved using a combination of successive linear programming with
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heuristic, meta-heuristic, and decomposition techniques. Examples
of these are: binary search algorithms, special heuristics and
branch and bound [3], genetic algorithms [4], sensitivity analysis
[5] and branch and bound and genetic algorithms [6]. A dynamic

model considering multiple load levels is solved using successive
linear programming and Benders decomposition in [7].
Sequential quadratic programming is proposed in [8], minimizing
active power losses.

Nomenclature

Indexes
k; k0 index for buses of the system
e index for buses containing existing discrete and con-

tinuous reactive power sources
i index for candidate buses to install new discrete and

continuous reactive power sources
l index for PQ buses, also known as load buses
p index for PV buses, also known as generation buses
sl index for the Slack bus
j index for PV [ Slackf g buses
n index for transmission lines
m index of branches containing under-load tap-changing

transformers
h index for steps of under-load tap-changing transformers
t index for periods
x index for scenarios

Sets
XK set of buses of the system
XE set of buses containing existing discrete and continuous

reactive power sources
XC set of candidate buses to install new continuous reactive

power sources
XD set of candidate buses to install new discrete reactive

power sources
XPQ set of PQ buses
XPV set of PV buses
XSL Slack bus
XN set of branches containing transmission lines
XM set of branches containing under-load tap-changing

transformers
XH set of steps of under-load tap-changing transformers
XT set of periods
Xx set of scenarios

Constants
Kc

FCi;t
; Kc

FRi;t
investment costs of capacitive and inductive continu-

ous reactive power sources in bus i and period t
Kd

FCi;t
; Kd

FRi;t
investment costs of capacitive and inductive discrete

reactive power sources in bus i and period t
Kc

VCi;t
; Kc

VRi;t
operating costs of capacitive and inductive continu-

ous reactive power sources in bus i and period t
Kd

VCi;t
; Kd

VRi;t
operating costs of capacitive and inductive discrete

reactive power sources in bus i and period t
KELNS

l;t cost of the expected load not served (ELNS) because of a
reactive power deficit in bus l and period t

NBmax
Ci

; NBmax
Ri

maximum number of new discrete capacitive and
inductive reactive power sources in bus i

NBmax
CEe

; NBmax
REe

maximum number of existing discrete capacitive
and inductive reactive power sources in bus e

NSm number of steps of the under-load tap-changing trans-
former in branch m

PGp;t active power produced by generation unit p in period t
PDl;tðxÞ; QDl;tðxÞ active and reactive load in bus l, period t and

scenario x
Qmin

Gj
; Qmax

Gj
lower and upper capacity limits of generator j

Qmax
Ci

; Qmax
Ri

upper capacity limits of new continuous capacitive
and inductive reactive power sources in bus i

Qmax
CEe

; Qmax
REe

upper capacity limits of existing continuous capaci-
tive and inductive reactive power sources in bus e

REGm regulating transformation of the under-load tap-chang-
ing transformers in branch m

rt annual interest rate in period t
SBCEe; SBREe size of existing discrete capacitive and inductive re-

active power sources in bus e
SBCi; SBRi size of new discrete capacitive and inductive reactive

power sources in bus i
Smax

n complex total power capacity limit of line in branch n
Vmin

k ; Vmax
k upper and lower voltage magnitude in bus k

a level of confidence used in the calculation of ELNS
bl;t ELNS limit in bus l and period t
pðxÞ probability of scenario x
�dðxÞ allowable error in the voltage angle constraint
Tapmin

m ; Tapmax
m minimum and maximum tap settings of the un-

der-load tap-changing transformer in branch m

First-stage variables
pGsl;t active power generation in the slack bus in period t
qGj;t reactive power generation of existing generation units

in bus j and period t
uci;t ; uri;t binary decision variables for continuous reactive power

sources: 1 if they are built in bus i and period t, 0 other-
wise

udci;t; udci;t binary decision variables for discrete reactive power
sources: 1 if they are built in bus i and period t, 0 other-
wise

Second-stage variables
dk;tðxÞ auxiliary variable related with the convex formulation

of the AC power flow equations in bus k, period t and
scenario x

ntapm;tðxÞ tap position of the under-load tap-changing trans-
former in branch m, period t and scenario x

nbci;tðxÞ; nbri;tðxÞ number of new discrete capacitive and induc-
tive reactive power sources in bus i, period t and sce-
nario x

nbcee;tðxÞ; nbree;tðxÞ number of existing discrete capacitive and
inductive reactive power sources in bus e, period t and
scenario x

pk;tðxÞ; qk;tðxÞ active and reactive power injections in bus k,
period t and scenario x

qce;t ; qre;t capacitive and inductive reactive power generation of
existing continuous power sources in bus e and period t

qci;tðxÞ; qri;tðxÞ capacitive and inductive reactive power genera-
tion of new continuous reactive power sources in bus i,
period t and scenario x

sn;t complex power flow through transmission line n and
period t

vk;tðxÞ; dk;tðxÞ voltage magnitude and angle in bus k in period t
gðxÞ auxiliary variable related to scenario x used to calculate

ELNS
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